
Geometry : Angles, triangles and polygons. (part 1) 

Angles : (i) acute angle is angle between   to     

                (ii) obtuse angle is angle between     and      

                (iii) reflex angle is angle between      to      

                (iv) right angle is angle equal to     

Properties of angles : 

- Complementary angles – sum of two angles is     

- Supplementary angles – sum of two angles is      

 
- Adjacent angles on a line- sum of adjacent angles on a line is equal to      

- Vertically opposite angles – vertically opposite angles are equal 

 

 Two parallel lines           and a transversal: 

 

Corresponding angles,          are equal 

Alternate angles,         are equal 

Interior angles,         are supplementary angle, sum equal to      

Triangles : 

Isosceles triangle – two of the sides are equal in length 

Equilateral triangle – all the 3 sides are equal in length 

Acute-angled triangle- each and every of the internal angle is less than      

Obtuse-angled triangle – one of the internal angle is more than     

Right-angled triangle – one of the internal angle is     



 

Sum of all internal angles,            

External angle of triangle is equal to the sum of interior opposite angles,       

Quadrilaterals : 

(a)Trapezium is a quadrilateral with a pair of parallel opposite sides. 

(b) Parallelogram is a quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel opposite sides. 

(c) Rectangle is a parallelogram where all its sides are right angles. 

(d) Rhombus is a parallelogram where all sides are equal in length. 

(e) Square is a rhombus where all its angles are right angles. 

(f) Kite is a quadrilateral with 2 pairs of equal adjacent sides. 

Regular convex polygons :  They are polygons where all its interior angles less than      and are all 

equal in values. Their sides are also of equal lengths. Pentagon is 5-sided, Hexagon is 6-sided, 

Heptagon is 7-sided, Octagon is 8-sided, Nonagon is 9-sided and Decagon is 10-sided. 

Angle properties of regular convex polygons are: 

(a) Sum of interior angles of a  -sided polygon              

Each interior angle  
          

 
 

(b) Sum of exterior angles of any polygon       

Each exterior angle of a   sided polygon  
    

 
 

 

Perpendicular bisector (below left diagram’s vertical line)– it is the locus of a point which is 

equidistant from 2 given points   and    

Angle bisector (below right diagram line between the named lines) – it is the locus of a point which is 

equidistant from 2 given intersecting straight lines    and     

 
 

 



Try these questions : 

 

(1) The diagram shows a parallelogram       Triangle     is an isosceles triangle with sides 

   and    of equal length and extend straight to points   and   respectively. Given that 

        . 

 
(a) Find      and      

(b) Show that triangle     is an isosceles triangle 

(c) If         , show that    bisects      

 

(2) The diagram show a square       And      is part of a regular   sided polygon such 

that     and     are straight lines. 

 
(a) Find      

(b) Find the value of   


